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This is one of the fossils in the new HSU 
to be moved to its new home at 1315 G. street in 
New museum comes to Arcata 
HSU and the community will soon ee fossil collection the university 
have ‘‘one of the most valuable ht last semester with 
educational resources on the North contributions from alumni and 
Coast.” community members. 
Wells Fargo donated a branch Geology Professor William Miller 
office building in Arcata to HSU, said, ‘‘It’s just a super-neat 
and the university will convert it into collection. It’s been mead eel the   
a museum of natural history. pieces are all different 
The main exhibit will be a 1,200 Continued‘on next paige 
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Student Fun Shelley J. Morrison are pleasedto +s 
Dessert Special announce the formation of the law firm of 
Any 9 Hot Fudge Sundaes | FERRO, C 
: (or any combo of 3) ! famous comedy clubs 
-plus- TOM KENNY 
28 Game Tokens & : 
SUSAN HEALY 
   
     
      
     
      
       
   
   
With Coupon 
95 THURS. FEB. 5 
$7 . Admission $7.50 
$6 With Student I.D. 
(Value up to $12.70) doors open © 7:46 p.m. 
show ¢ 8:30 p.m. 442-2334 
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St. ‘Best Deal in Town 
Wash Here, 
Dry FREE!!! 
» Open 7-9 Daily 
5000 Valley West Center 
822-1181 
 
   
877 9th Street | 
822-3912 
Student price: Men $8 Women $10 ‘Appointments not always necessary 
        
  
    
  
    
   
Then getin on the ground floor 
You could start planning on a career 
ad have. And also have some great 
@ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
    
Arcata Chamber of Commerce 
meeting Feb. 18. Rory Robinson, city 
manager said ‘‘the city has no power to 
because of federal presumption. 
“It would be a symbolic statement 
and we aren’t at the right end of the 
_ economic pole to begin this. I can’t see 
what it would even mean,’’ Robinson E 
_ California government 
fellowships available 
Dan Hauser is making 
*87-°88 applications for the Assembly 
F Program available at his of- 
fice in Eureka. This offers an 
opportunity to be involved in the State 
undergraduate officer Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week 
summer session 
I You can take free civilian flying lessons 
@ Youre commissioned upon graduation 
  
Bowlds 
at (415) 273-6126 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
undergraduate 
legislative process. For 
tion prerequisites 
call user’s Office at 445-7014. 
Deadline for applications is Feb. 20. 
for Senate fellowships 
Senate President pro tempore 
Roberti (D-Hollywood-Burbank). The 
program provides a 10-month 
fi for a full-time position as a 
Senate staff member starting in 
November 1987. For applications 
write: Senate Rules Committee, Nettie 
Sabelhaus, State Capital, Room 500, 
Sacramento, Calif. 95814 or call (916) 
445-0924. Deadline for submitting ap- 
plications is Feb 22. 
 
1987 budget sours . 
appetites in Arcata 
To illustrate the community’s 
response to President Reagan’s State 
of the Union speech, members of a 
local activist organization sliced a 
lemon pie into sections to represent 
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Students St. Alban’s, 
The Sundays 
Church Episcopal Church 
1675 Chester Ave, in Arcata 
822-4102 8 am & 10 am 
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Zone and against nuclear weapons, 
must suffer the consequences of the 
military budget and build-up of 
nuclear weapons. . 
Requesting just a small percentage 
of the military budge , she said ‘‘we 
y need economic and com- 
munity development. That’s why | 
as like accepting this little piece of 
e.”” 
Dr. Tom Lewis also desired a taste 
of the military’s slice. He accepted the. 
7 percent slice for Health Services. 
Although still only 3 percent, the 
slice for ; ture is a proposed 20 
percent cut in comparison to last year’s 
55 percent proposed cut said Evelyn 
Wonder, Humboldt and Del Norte 
county director of the UC Cooperative 
Extension Program of the Department 
of Agriculture. 
The largest chunk of federal income 
tax dollars, $5 percent, is served to the 
Pentagon. Other slices of Ee in- 
clude: 1 percent for Social ces, 2 
percent for Education, 2 percent for 
the Environment and 3 percent for In- 
come Assistance. 
      Holy Eucharist 
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= sae of "ie auieeuaay mem 
student SLC, and creating two non- 
elected ethnic representative positions. 
organizational structure of the propos- 
ed A.S.-University Center merger, 
which is still several months away. 
‘*The UC merger is not going to hap- 
next year, and it’s certainly not go- 
Ce to ha over the summer,”’ said 
Kelly Walsh, SLC chair. 
‘*A merger for the spring of ’88 is a 
realistic view.”’ 
Many members of the council are 
skeptical the merger will pass and are 
concerned about the idea of chahging 
the constitution. 
‘*Last week (Carbaugh) said this is a 
step to a merger. Now I’m becoming 
more skeptical that the merger will ever 
happen .. . or that I want it to hap- 
pen,’’ said A.S. Treasurer Chip Oakes. 
Some former members of student 
government have severely criticized the 
new structure as being unnecessary and 
‘placing too much power in the hands 
of the A.S. president. 
 
By Chris Walker 
Invest. Rept. Editor 
The University Center Board of 
Directors may not have the last word 
when it votes Wednesday on a propos- 
ed fee increase. 
Former UC board member Ethan 
Marcus announced Monday he was 
organizing a petition to allow students 
to =e on ee to increase fees. 
Deseribing ‘ee increase proposal as 
a ae of ppg Marcus said a 
ee increase is not necessary. 
**We do not believe our UC ‘fees 
need to be doubled within three years 
to maintain present services,’’ Marcus 
said, ‘‘and we refuse to be blackmailed . 
with threats of cut programs.” 
If the highest of three proposals is 
approved, fees will have increased 
from $39 in 1983-84 to $89 next year. 
The student union fee is $54, followi 
a $15 incréase in 1984. 
University Center Director Burt 
Nordstrom denied the blackmail 
charge, saying the fee increase is 
necessary if the center is to continue to 
fund such university programs as 
CenterArts and Center Activities. But 
nts ticket in last year’s election. i i i : 
policies of the university. 
a is not effective doing that,” 
said. 
Carbaugh said one reason for the in- 
effectiveness of the SLC is conflicts 
often arise between the members of the 
council who are more interested in for- 
ming policy and those more interested 
in carrying it out. 
‘‘As it stands now, there are two 
competing goals on the council. There 
are those who want to represent and 
those who want to be more 
pro-active,’’ she said. 
“This structure is not so contingent 
on personality and provides more 
definition as to their roles,’’ she said. 
Under the new structure, the presi- 
Continued on next page 
before money can be allotted to pro- 
grams, the center must first’ meet its 
building arid maintenance costs. 
‘*What we have been saying is exact- 
ly what we need the money for,’’ Nord- 
strom said. ‘There is no coercion or 
secret hidden agenda. You can give ine 
-a lie detector test on that.’’ 
Marcus wants to put the-UC pro- 
posal to a vote to ensure stu x 
Mark Murray, UC Board chairman, 
said it is not within the UC’s power to 
bring a UC-approved fee increase pro- 
to a student vote. “It’s not 
within their right; it’s not within their 
responsibility,”’ he said. ‘‘We can’t put 
it to a vote of the students.’’ 




the Student Legislative Council to 
it on a ballot. “If they asked the 
to put it to a vote, they would. But they . 
don’t want us to vote on it,”’ 
Murray, in turn,. said the board 
hopes for a large student showing at to- 
il 4 ore a eee in Goodwin 
‘orum » SO it can determine . what the student wishes are. “We're 
going to take the pin of a fee increase 
and we're going to prick them with the 
“We're going oe vo prick mar $10 
said. sowy, 9, 7 ; aorese on .a $20 fee increase 
scream. We'll prick them with a $33 ie. 
crease and see how many scream. In a 
wake way, the board is go- 
"Neither Murray nor Nordstrom 
the before the 
students for a vote. said it is 
ballot, My doing 0c he cob revue ° so » t 
be difficult to determine how much, if 
any, increase the students want. 
previous fee increase 
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A its Edward “Bucs” Webn 
. “We're different (at HSU), but this 
trend is affecting us, too,” he said. _ 
     
wen pon Sa : te 
oa. ; Scomned oe the Nearly 75 of HSU’s students economic matters, but even in the 
bassadors Club, 45-member club form- er con caine tie ae her aeear as social realm — civil rights, issues deal The cass wie comme wp tere mre the 
recruit there are students from as liberties, sexual issues.’’ ones tired of constantly 
—— Malaysia. Students who have in a specific to dress perfectly wiwho ate tired of 
Enrollment count looking up—for now 
Hannigan said there is a chance 
spring enrollment will be more than 
last fall’s enrollment, which totalled 
5,865 after the last census count. 
By Rob Caseboit 
Staff writer 
Because of last semester’s enroll- 
  
  
The first body count is in for spr- 
ing semester, and it is good news: 
enrollment is up. 
Nine days into the semester 
enrollment was 5,783, which is 77 
students more than were enrolled 
last semester at this time, said Rob 
Hannigan, dean of admissions and 
records. 
“This enrollment figure is an 
unofficial body count, and there 
will be additional withdrawals and 
late registrations to be figured into 
that number. So the final count for 
enrollment will not be known until 
_ next week,”” Hannigan 
S e 
Hannigan said one of the reasons 
for higher enrollment this semester 
is a ‘good number” of new 
students. 
The university admitted 25 first- 
time freshmen. However, there were 
also 42 
university during the first two weeks 
of the semester. 
Even though the body count 
figure for the spring semester is up, 
full-time equivalency numbers, 
which determine funding, are down 
87 points from fall semester, to 
Arnett said 
One FTE unit is equivalent to 15 
withdrawals from the’ 
ment decline, 1987-88 FTE is also 
down. This year’s FTE is 5,750, and 
next year’s is set at 5,500, which 
means less funding for the universi- 
ty. 
oe areas i which yon will have 
biggest impact are the operat: 
budget and budgeted full-time - 
tions, University Budget 
Shirley Messer said. 
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Funds discontinued, | 
oe closes doors 
ere ene eae 
- chip Oakes, A.S. treasurer and 
of Finance chair, said Paradigm 
fectl coapamaibat wor I “Ang 
“They not only spent their budget, 
they nee, throughout the 
semester, we ted 
es much money,’’ he 
Board of Finance member Darin 
e a a é 3 £ 
the magazine was overspending its 
original proposal 
for Paradigm and was inc of the 
program’s finances, said the 
’s “‘absolutely bare bones’’ 
b did not allow for the unex- 
a? which new businesses 
“That was our problem,’’ he said, 
‘*we were undercapitalized, If we had a 
30 percent cushion (in the budget), we 
Tin 
would have survived.’’ 
Both Oakes and Salmi said a lack of 
communication was another reason for 
the magazine’s failure. 
Oakes said Salmi did not give him 
any financial reports and ‘‘threatened 
to resign if he was interfered with.’’ 
Salmi said the A.S. ‘‘didn’t unders- 
tand what it was to run a business’’ and 
didn’t give Paradigm sufficient time to 
make a profit. ; 
Since the December Board of 
Finance meeting, in which it was 
recommended by a 3-2 vofe that 
not receive more funding, 
Salmi has filed a grievance with the 
Student Judiciary Committee stating 
**due process was not followed by A.S. 
officials in shutting down Paradigm 
Monthly.’’ 
‘The (Student Legislative Council) 
never voted to kill Paradigm,’’ Salmi 
said. ‘‘If they had, that would be one 
thing, but it’s quite another, to kill it, 
lock us out of its office, and throw 
away supplies before due process. 
**] would suggest that it’s illegal.’’ 
Immediately following the meeting 
in which the recommendation was 
made, the lock to Paradigm’s office 
was changed, and the following day the 
staff’s equipment was moved out of 
the office. 
Assistant Program Director Michael 
Bissell said that action indicated ‘the 
Board of Finance has overstepped its 
bounds, and it’s a sign (A.S. General 
Manager) Connie Carlson is overstepp- 
ing her bounds.”’ 
Al Elpusan, A.S. vice president, said 
it is not normal procedure to im-   
Can Mailman 
i000 H Street 
Arcata, CA 96621 
  
707-822-1307 
   
 
    









Comer ofG& 14th 822-0751 
mediately change the locks to the office 
doors of a program that has been Salmi’s grievance, and should reach a 
denied funding. decision by next week, Elpusan said, 
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For: futurist Kenneth E. Boulding, 
the problem of world peace in the 21st 
century cannot be solved through one 
academic discipline. 
Boulding, professor emeritus of 
economics at the University of Col- 
tend Divan, Nemeat in'te thoes, versity, n ; 
Since then, his anole curiosity has 
known few boundaries. 
Even though Boulding is a 
Itidimensional mu 
pertise in peace studies that most in- 
terested a crowd of more than 300 at 
v ‘Though Bouldin is primaril ng y an 
PP bm of he said all social sciences 
a study the same thing. 
Boulding’s present work in peace 
studies, conflict resolution and 
strategic studies relies on an integration 
 
‘We’ve constructed a 
world we can’t control.’ 
— Kenneth E. 
Prof., Univ. of Colorado 
 
of the social sciences. 
**You shouldn’t have specialization 
without trade,’’ he said in reference to 
his view of academic disciplines. 
“I’m at a university, so my subject 
should be the universe,’’ the 77-year- 
old said. 
In his speech, Boulding outlined his 
idea for national security through 
stable peace instead of the Department 
of Defense. 
“If I had a bumper sticker, it would 


























» it was his ex-' 
  
University of fornia at come Cruz, 
where he is a visiting or the 
wane " was funded by Ne 7 Ways 
of ; Eckart, a 
board of the foundation. She 
said NWT is dedicated to 
peace scholars to Humboldt , 
The of science, 
anthropology, sociology, social 
welfare and the Humboldt co- 
sponsored the lecture. 
Though Boulding was the main at- 
traction of the lecture, some local 
festivities preceded his talk. Arcata 
Mayor Thea Gast told the crowd, 
which for the most part was absent of 
HSU students, Arcata is officially a 
Nuclear-Free Zone, in which transpor- 
tation and construction of nuclear 
weapons is forbidden. 
Keeping to the theme of peace, Dr. 
Tom Lewis, an Arcata peace activist, 
then congratulated the Humboldt 
County residents who participated in 
the recently completed peace march 
across the country. 
After the opening ceremonies, Mark 
Sommer, a southern Humboldt Coun- 
ty resident and author of the book 
‘‘Beyond The Bomb,’’ introduced 
Boulding as one of the fathers of the 
American peace movement. He told 
the crowd the secret of Boulding’s pro- 
ductivity as an author of over 40 books 
and 1000 articles. 
Sommer, Boulding said, whose long, 
white hair gives him an appearance 
reminiscent of the Wizard of Oz, does 
not actually write his works. Rather, 
he retires to his backyard hammock in 
Boulder, Colo., which is stretched over 
  i 
a small brook, and ‘‘talks’’ his books 
"Beste Boulding’s lar wil § 
0 t, and bein a sel - 
described nd dente el 
does not want to become powerful. 
nab Meee ea a ‘ » he 3 
During his lecture, Bouldi said the 
idea of ‘‘stable peace’ would have to 
cathonreae lathe 1 eee C  ; st le 
two countries have.no plans to go 
war. with each other; He the rela- 
  
pee. 
**Peace is a habit,” 







     
   
       
  
     
    
   
   
   
   
  
    
    
   
      
   
    
    
    
 
The United States cannot defend itself : 
against them, he added. 
President Reagan’s 





    




3 Lumberjack may 
of 
readers before todays p.m. forum. 
t, reat uae » May not be ac- 
“They *t care what 
students Y hink, “i Aaa oe “If they real- 
ly wanted to find out what students felt 
about the issue, they’d let us vote on it, 
Peace 
Continued from previous page 
‘There is an enormous ethical value 
with minding your own boundaries,”’ 
Boulding said. 
Besides the ethical value of minding 
political boundaries, Boulding said 
there is an economic value also. He 
cited Sweden as an example of a coun- 
try grown strong, in part because of its 
neutrality. 
Contrasti Sweden’s. strength, 
said Britain’s economic 
WH OREE MAaie vow Sey 
and $35. 
With no increase, all funding to pro- 
‘gramatic activities would be 
eliminated. All UC funds would be 
allotted to paying the building bond, 
maintenance and operations. If a $20 
wealth was sapped by its empire. 
“‘The power of an empire does not 
work. It drags the home country 
down,”’ he said, 
Like all past empires, Boulding said 
the United States will follow the pat- 
tern of decline, unless it moves away 
from what he calls the ‘‘mother-in-law 
complex.’’ 
' This complex occurs when one coun- 
try cannot a meddling in another’s 
affairs, he sai 
At UCSC, Boulding is teaching a 
class called ‘‘The World as a Total 
System.” In his lecture, Boulding éx- 
peers on this theme. és 
awe 
continue. 




hike wn ee mee y jeder if the 
center is to maintain curre ne ag =
levels and fund two mandated 
an avant for the disabled and a new 
phone system. 
The Finance Committee will make 
its recommendations to the UC board 
during today’s public forum. 
If the board a ves a fee increase, 
it would then its recommendation 
to HSU President Alistair McCrone, 
who would in turn seek a recommenda- 
tion from the SLC. 
At that point, Murray said, the SLC 
could either hold an in-house vote or 
put it to a vote of the students to deter- 
Boulding said the world started to 
come together as a total system with 
the industrial revolution. Technology 
made the world a total system. 
In his study of general systems, 
Boulding has learned if anything goes 
wrong, everything goes wrong. For 
that reason, he said, the world: is 
— if conflicts cannot be resolv- 
ed. 
**We’ve constructed a world system 
we can’t control. We have a world 
system without a world institution,’’ 
Boulding said. 
Though he sees many problems in 
‘the world, Boulding remains op- 
  
‘The electorate can be 
manipulated.’ 
= pe 
mine a recommendation for McCro e. 
In the event a student vote disapproved 
the fee increase, it would serve ofily as 
an advisory vote to the president. 
Marcus said the would pro- 
bably be by the SLC, but a 
student vote have different 
Seaent where the SLE's vots has been inc t 8 e n
controverted by student elections. 0 
may happen this year.’ 
If Marcus is successful in getting the 
fee proposal on a ballot votets re- 
ject it, McCrone can recommend 
the CSU Chancellor’s Office adopt the 
proposal. However, Nordstrom said it 
would be unlikely the president would 
go against atudett wishes. 
timistic. 
‘*T have a certain confidence in the 
irrepressibility of the human race,’’ the 
former president of the American 
Economics Association said. 
As a vision of the 21st century, 
Boulding said he would like to see a 
world of 500 countries existing in 
stable peace. Each of the countries 
would be like walled gardens with 
doors, so people could visit without 
restriction. 
He said the walls would exist 
primarily to protect cultural variety. 
‘*The love of variety,’’ he said, ‘‘is 
my ideology for the 21st century.’’ 
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SR pre I ane 
discovered, tested, 
‘Lie cermot be loved, not ye 
Sn the Sehr ata ee aie MH rime oe 
Climbers’ creed: I 
thrills and 
92, aEer Porpesen 
om a ieoade Todged a haa 8 9 n a 
crack while the Ghee oot is balanced 
conten foe, good hold when, suddenly, search for a ’ ‘ 
rv sup} ing one foot = 
u pressure. no 
the rock climber slips off the cliff and 
eae ny ao hat might b w 
have been had he fallen off the face of 
a 200-foot cliff in Yosemite instead of 
this 5-foot rock at Patrick’s Point State 
“Rock climbing be 7 —_ if 
Sierra Wilderness Seminars deci 
for outdoor studies. ‘‘Climbing a cliff 
or large rock can give you @ great sense 
o 
trains people in rock climbing, survival 
techniques and other out 
Ging for eight yours without lnjesias to ng 
any of his Seadonts. 
tunbing are three major t nee fg 
Cc ' r . . 
and poutine te ites soloing. Top 
roping, climbing up a rock alone with a 
rope attached to top, is the safest. 
Lead climbing, being attached to 
another person by a rope that is not an- 
chored to the top, is more risky. 
Bouldering, climbing without r . 
increases in danger with the height 
climbed. . 
In December of 1986 a fairly ex- 
perienced rock climber and HSU stu- 
dent, Craig Hosler, died when he fell 
from the upper middle portion of the 
poe | at — ‘ 9 = nee 
soloing when apparently 
balance 
“Free soloing is like living on the 
edge,”’ according to Keating. ‘‘ 
people are under the impression 
—? without ropes is the ultimate 
climb.”’ 
By Charese Rohny 
Community editor 
Just as Rhonda Pialorsi was about to 
turn off the cartoons her c 
safety considerations and climbing 
ues. 
In addition, a course may be taken 
that covers the skills of rock climbing, 
mountain travel and safety, and in- 
cludes a three-day trip to Mt. Shasta. 
Experience is not nec ssary for either 
program. 
Steen crisis hits home 
Jim Fussell aims high as he climbe to conquer the rocky heights. 
for local journalist 
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Weekly Monday Night Dinners at 5:30pm 
eSpeakers and topics 
Retreat “Escape Odyssey” March 20th-21st 
ee Be Be Bn Be BY ee ee eee eae one One 
ee ee 
LUNCH: Tuesday — Friday 11AM — 2PM 
| Sunday 
686 F Street ¢ Arca a « 
“Tore,     
   His raid equipment sounds like a 
list for a small army. Helicopters, 
s and night scopes join four- 
ve ‘‘war wagons”’ in the ac- 
tual chase. Sting operations are staged, 
inviting Hispanics to ‘‘parties’’ at 
ESS   
‘which those without documentation 
are hauled off. Undercover INS agents 
infiltrate es eg organizations 
such a = aoe ee ge 
O investigate sheltering o 
poli refugees. 
The INS has benifited from 
sale Dale hala halatalete ate ota aa ele, 








_ ‘months of 
t 
pogeeree are laying off or refus- 
o hire people waiting for their 
mentation. 
While the Simpson-Rodino immigra- 
tion bill provides that those who are 
eligi for permanant residency 
should not be deported, elt = 
tinues to deport anyone caught enter- 
 & -entering the United States. 
NS. is requ ring written permis- 
sion to re-enter the United States but 
will not t ammnesty applications 
until May. The INS has twisted the in- 
tent of the bill in order to have four 
stepped-up deportation ac- 
“mi s century has seen a shift from 
‘the land of oportunity’’ to a selfish, 
isolationist attitude of non-sharing. If 
Ezell is to be believed, we are threaten- 
ed by invaders determined to turn us 
into an underdeveloped country. Ezell 
is our keep-out sign. 
It is all too obvious that we are fail- 
ing to progress toward an understan- 
ding that we are all citizens of a very 
small orb. We’re all in this together. 
The boundaries we ask Ezell to protect 
are arbitrary, man-made, non-physical 
lines that no one will remember 5,000 
years from now. We have developed a 
territorial system that declares one per- 
son to be our neighbor while the person 
on the other side is considered alien. 
Harold Ezell has a mandate from the 
citizens of the United States. How far 
can we go without seeing ‘‘NO 
TRESPASSING” or ‘‘KEEP OUT’’ 
signs? How many neighbors have come 
to legal and physical blows over six in- 
ches of real estate? The very actions 
 
  





Applications are available for the 
- 1987—88. 
HSU Residence Hall Staff. 
Pick up applications in the 
Housing Office, 2nd floor of the 
Jolly Giant Commons. — 
Application materials are due 
resP ae tat eee EP eee 
   
  
anton eae 
; leat back if the 
Anetican shinee. t affluetice of 
  
tiie ountry has . resulted — “ 
Ss 0 
children having their own room. What 
mother’s teeth ate not set cl at 
the sound o Mommy _ many 
Pe ek Is -_ pial learned compassion. territ . 
ty so ingrained from we 
have as adults lost the abi to allow 
others in our room? Do we have to hire 
a Harold Ezell to keep Jose out? 
Ezell is a political ntee. His 
ecko ue AS his Appoettinglt he wes ogs. Prior s a wa
a vice president of Ronerschnitee In- 
tl. worked hard on both Reagan’s 
gubanatorial and ial cam- 
aigns and was réwarded with this 
68,000 a year position. He has the 
support of the Reagan administration. 
However, Ezell does not cite Reagan as 
his only authority. He also the 
Bible for justification. ‘‘The tells 
you to obey laws.’’ Has he given any 
consideration that perhaps the Bible 
wasn’t referring to the sort of fallible 
law that man makes? 
Having an INS head who so gleefully 
ues his quarry is not necessary. 
ouldn’t it be better to have a person 
in that position who unders why 
so many people are seeking ‘‘El 
Norte?”’ Border running needs to be 
dealt with compassionately, not with 
the childish ardor Reagan allows and 
approves. We need someone heading 
the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service who has an understanding of 
ethnic issues. Maybe someone who can 
sweep off the welcome mat from time 
to time. 
   
   
    
  
      
     
  
  
    
 
  
   







.m. I was not all that excited. After 
all, it was just another photo assign- 
I prepared two rolls of film and 
planned a ground-angle for the assign- 
ment. I was sure the ‘“‘shoot’’ would 
— arene St aes 
i ‘ g a t. 
I arrived at Moonstone Beach 
around 9:25 a.m. It had been chilly 
that week, so I had my trench coat on. 
hee i exactly dressed for the occas- 
8 
Ten minutes later, a four-wheel- 
drive truck pulled up beside my red 
Volkswagen. Looking at the two smil- 
ing faces in the truck, 1 sensed 







1 egg, hashbrown, 
and 2 pieces of 
toast for $1.75 
plus daily specials 
SS UU alte nikodh tam Abce  heies 
es 
<M 
naciain oon on ’ 
K keeps on 
The driver introduced himself as 
~= Keating, a pep a ee 
umberjack’s story on t ‘ety 
rock climbing, and his 
ed himself as Jim. 
We talked awhile about Tim’s plan 
to go on a rock climbing safari later in 
the spring, then they gathered their 













friend introduc- |   
ee 
THE CLUB COORDINATING 
Is accepting applications for 
CLUB oa FUNDS 





Co-Sponsorship Funds - Friday, Feb. 20 
Aovlcatene evalatei ol cb malbones ox 0 the 
in the ty Center 
Funds provided by Associated 
Sssssssex 
—e. ‘¢. 
The dtiver introduced himself 
as 
Tim Keating, @ source for 
The 
Lutnberjack’s story on the sa
fety of 
rock climbing, and his friend intr
oduc- — 
ed himself as Jim. 
We talked awhile about Tim’s pl
an 
to:go on a tock climbing safari l
ater in 
the spring, then they gathered 
their 




wine are served. 
eqie 
=. (own, | Live entertainment 
at “¢ (\8 0 featured on 
awe, .. 
von 09 Wednesdays 
7 - Bs ‘acials 
HOURS 
sough eerecay 7:30-10:30pm 
  
have you 
They drive like they 
o heaven. 
Mee tun 





Travel Funds - Fens 
Co-Sponsorship Funds - , Feb. 20 
wy site cerca 
Funds prowded by Aseocwted 
$SSSSSSSS 
  
   
   
     
4987 SALE 
-wimieeateae Sse $259 save 
ALPINA UNG...6919 save 
ALPINO SPORT....$399 save 
    
  
    
    
 
   
awe ACCT A, as "4 % = Sat ut ater § . - f ie y ; re 
CTs iNKT , the 
® Chromoly freme with direct all- 28. 
terrain stays, and Unicrown fork The rates” with Chromoly steerer tube. =e 
8 Sugino VT quick-accelerating the coo! belo od alloy cotterles crank T ® Two-tone alloy rims eigt 
ira ‘oy conto 1b Shimano RD-2503 GS rear ing    
   
——" road datitour 
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445-3035 
= 650 Tenth @ Arcata 
822-4673 
Clothing Clearance Sale! 
Save 10%-50% | 
Now Thru Feb. 14th 
Insulated Clothing Rain Gear 
From North Face, 
Woolrich and Moonstone Gore-Tex 10% Off 
All Vests 30% Off Parkas to 50% Off 
All Insulated Rain Pants 10% Off 
Jackets 40% Off by Blue Puma to 40% Off 
Men’s and Women’s Shirts 
Woolrich, Patagonia and Royal Robbins 
25% to 50% OFF 
All Sweaters 10% to 50% OFF 
Hurry! Limited to Stock on Hand 
   
  
    
    
     
    
   
   
   
Begins January 26th, 1987 = This hour
 of relief 
KATE BUCHANAN ROOM "OUOM ge! OY: 
INT./ADV 5:10 Monday & Wednesday 
BEG. /INT. 5:10 Tuesday & Thursday         
   
  
    
 
   
 
    
   
Valley West Shopping Center 
Guintoli Exit — — off 101   
   
   
    
   1 month ¢$30.00 
2 months °¢$45.00 
3 months °$60.00     
   
        Drop-in - $3.50 each class 
822-3488 




se sn on me 
mt Sami i &q a 












..» for @ll your musical needs 
vieti us at 1027 | St. (between 
10th & 11 Sts., next to Los 
Bagels). 
GUITARS, acoustic & electric, 
new & used, all price ranges 
AMPs & PAs, new and used 
BOOKS, huge selection, all 
categories 
FOLK INSTRUMENTS, banjos, 
VIOLINS, all sizes & price ranges : 
canine, tas baneal tae & & Educaid 
used 




Shs Ts am 
Live Comedy: + Kenny Sudan Ataty, 
doors: :4$ starts at 8:30 at — se ow an 0 
     
de ae m 
in Black 19. m. and 
8:35 p.m. 
WORKSHOPS 
Local artist Richard will speak about 




10:30 a.m. Anaad 
Center, Speaking Anx 
ment Pius he at of te 
session work ing oe 30 to 2 
Thursdays, 223 
tor Survivors Sees or Molesta- 






A rally in support of freeing Pro- 
fessor Alann Steen will be held 
Thursday at noon on the Quad. 
The rally will feature an open 
mike with speeches limited to 
minutes. 
aaa rally is sponsored b 
sociated Studen ts, Hf SU “ 
po . Mince and Najda Women’ : 
ob 
Women vs. San Fraficisco State, 
A East Gym 
Frenciseo “— m., _— 
MUSIC Sabia will geen An- 
dean. music and the of 
Latin Americans faa Africans, 8 p.m., 
Van Duzer Theater; $8 and $7 General, $7 and $6 
Students and Seniors. 
Richard Hodges, 8 p.m., Fulker- 
nema | free 
The hedwood ¢ y Adelines, Inc. 
Loose Quartet from 
Chico will perform authentic barbershop quartet 
music 8 p.im., St. Bernard’s High School in 
fal teu prom tan ate whe laculty 
Brass. ) Fulkerson Recital 
Hall. seasons 10 Wf Leland Barlow 
Scholarship , $3 General, $2 Students and 
ete pee i 
eal 
reata dack Flash 7:45 p.m. and 
Gicnotning We 9:15 p.m 
Minor: Where the River Runs Black 7 p.m. 





@ Cate will be performed after dinner at 
the Ls House Dinner Theatre; doors. open 
7:30.p.m., $16. ' 
Ronlin For man, a solo mime and clown, will 
perform 8 p.m. at the Dell’ Arte Building, First 
atid H streets in Blue Lake, $5. 
WORKSHOPS 
CenterArts: Workshop with Sabia. 
Center Activities: Cross Country Skling for 
Beginners. 
Representatives of Food for People will discuss 
the topic Ending at the meeting of the 
Humboldt Unitarian Universalist Fellowship in 
the fellowship hall at Old Arcata Road near 
the Bayside cutoff, 10:30 a.m. 
SPORTS 
Basketball: Women vs. Sacramento State, 5:45 
p.m., East Gym. Men vs. Sacramento State, 8 
p.m., Bast Gym. Rugby: UC Davis       Group. Lacrosse: USC 
Benno 
  
      
  








show t+ * ie an 
woods forum, 
-9 nomav 2 
MUSIC 
oe Earl Thomas Blues Band — 
woe came ear ha i at e 
te owe fe? pom. and 
Interviewing oer Devilopment Workshop: 
Techniques, noon, NHE 119. 
Grants 
lavailable 
Commiunity service projects that 
‘meet identifiable needs 
and are directed by HSU students 
are eligible to for grants from 
a newly fund of $16,000 in 
state lottery funds. 
Applications and guideline 
kets are available at Youth 
i Services, House 91. 
Applications are due Feb. 16 and 
award announcements will be made 
Feb. 26. Projects must be completed 
by June, 15. 
Individual assistance with pro- 
posal is available by 






   
  
    
  Did you know that there 
is a student run parish 
on campus just for you? 
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" ediine Ohi tareie of 
Parts for Domestic & 4X4’s — 
Specialize in Foreign Parts 
     














































   
  
      
      
   
   
Se. Sh eee] ) = WEARETHE | 
oa oe H.S.U. Newman 
ea’ ; Community | 
A Catholic Student | 
 
   
   
     
Organization 
We have a beautiful Center located about a 
15-20 minute walk from Campus at 7th and Union Street 
behind the Lofts Apart ments. 

















































     We have a FULL TIME Chaplain and our center has a library, Chapel, Solar Greenhouse, spacious living room 
with fireplace, a wooded area, and a great view 
of the Bay.      
Things we do: 
.. Retreats 
.. Workshops 
.. Weekly Bible Study Groupe 
.. Visiting the Aged 
.. Camping trips 
..Community Outreach      
Arcata Community Center 
OANCE TO THE SOUNDS OF: 
HOWARD HUGE feauing terme mention of amveno) 
ond 
THE UNKNOWNS 
Dinner at 6:00 p.m. $5.00  anecom Dinner Prepered By   
Creme Oue 80 mon | MASSES 08 Price, iichude Beer anct Acoumic Olewar fvbenic 
Aebeance Vicks Meola M WF 1pm T TH 2pm Nelson Hall East Rm 120 
  
Savas. Gare’, Nenthosen beevonmenal Comes, Unientay Thee Oftice 
fake: The Barks 
PanAoohelke Gevenmes Araltaiate 
WED 5:30pm Center Chapel 
SUNDAY MASS 5pm 
Lutheran Chapel 151 16th St. 
we wt we we iit AIA LAT ere Te Tie 
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PS a} q 
a a y Be i 
SY, ner 
The pairing of a group that sings the music of t 
Andes and one that performs ‘‘folk mutations’’ tt 
Latin American music in the same concert might be 
an unusual concept. 
Such a combination will occur Feb. 7 when Sukay 
and Sabia perform in Van Duzer Theater. 
Sukay, returning for the fifth time to HSU, con- 
sists of Quentin Howard, Carlos Crespo, Omar 
ulveda and Sena Torres. 
the group’s leader, said in a phone in- 
terview Sukay’s music ‘‘always evokes feel- 
ple. 
wer of this music comes from the fact 
that the people in the Andes create this music . . . it 
brings you to a more direct emotional experience.’’ 
Howard said about half the group’s music is 
traditional folk music and the rest is ‘‘new folk 
music’’ using traditional instruments and rhythms 
but sounding ‘‘more dynamic.’’ 
Although the lyrics are sung in Spanish and 
Quechua, the language spoken by many of the An- 
dean peapt. Howard said the language barrier is 
not a problem for audiences in the United States. 
She said the lyrics ‘“‘might be asking the sky to 
open up and start raining so things will have a 
chance to grow. The lyrics are just a part of the 
musical thing. The verse just sounds like another in- 
strument.”’ 
Howard said although some —s groups have 
used the ‘‘beautiful lyrics and the dynamics’’ of An- 
dean music to express their views, Sukay’s messages 
are mofeé subtle. ' 
King Henry |i of 
v0 on of ine “The Lion 
Verba said in a phone int bs oup per- 
forms mostly Latin American’ ‘Nueva Okheion of 
a a a Ml a eee 
“We may make a joke abou the government, but “new song" which uses tadtionat folk musi 
the traditional snueie Ie aneetly as it is,” hey : en ee ae at 
¢ of the ten- “The idea is to go back into the roots of 
she si. “One ofthe des of new sone 
are 
Verba. 
People in large cities like ‘music « 
year-old grou ause it ‘‘b contemporary 
society... with the farmers and people who can’t 
— a the ee ee ae ta 
a consists o y Harding, Gary Johnson 
Paul Olguin, Mari Riddle, Ericka Verba and Fran- 
cisca Wentworth. 
‘Lion in Winter’ roars 
Ferndale production 
By Susynne McElrone 
It has been said that life is the 
oo soap opera of all. And if 
- James Goldman’s interpretation is to 
be believed, the life of King Henry I 
- was no exception. 
| Currently playing at the Ferndale 
pees eee Goldman’s ‘‘The 
| Lion in Winter’’ is a humorous inter- 
pretation of Henry II's life. 
_ The play, set at Christmas time in 
1183, has all the conflicts of a modern 
soap opera — homosexual lovers, 
scheming sons, and a husband with a 
live-in lover — but the added twists of 
'@ queen who is kept locked in a 
chamber all year and reference to the 
fact that the characters are all bar- 
barians make the situation historically 
more believable. 
As Henry, director Kjeld Lyth plays 
a convincing king. Although he ap. 
peared to be acting his part at first, 
warmed up to the audience by the third 
ie wah hie pekoumen a thize wit $ s 0 
coed one of his three sons as an 
heir to crown and being forced to 
give his lover, Alais, to one of his sons. 
Lyth and Beti Trauth, who plays 
Eleanor, work 3 
bounce insults and jokes off each 
other, working as comedian and 
man, and are able to make the straight 
“a the devilish side Wave. er, 
s songs “folk mutations,” folk 
Double exposure gives this photo its element of surrealism. 
Multi-media ‘decantations’ 
at Reese Bullen gallery 
Pa, bat Siromee 
seks, oaticie ton saiaoheae psyc > complexity
are all elements of -'peanatetions: The 
Work of Richard Duning”’ an exhibi- 
tion now on display at *s Reese 
Bullen Gallery. ‘ 
Included are phs, photo- 
drawings, paintings, ceramics 
and sculpture dating from 1974 to the 
presen t. 
“The emphasis of the exhibition is 
on Duning’s wide range of innovative 
abilities as an artist and the develop- 
ony of his extensive c= of work,”’ 
Martin Morgan, director 
and curator of the show. 
Many of Duning’s works, which he 
tai tad uae Sood of te n s sym  
North Coast artist’s being. 
The » for example 
masculinity as does a tri 
upward. Duning 
is filled with these shapes. 
> _* 
have 
symbolic meaning to me,’’ Duning 
said 
The color red appears frequently in 
Duning’s work, especially in the form 
of a red circle in the lower left corners 
of his paintings. 
“The red I tend to associate with 
passion, sexuality, intensity — extreme 
emotions. I don’t use it all the time. 
Sometimes I find it really works, 
sometimes it doesn’t. 
‘The first time I did it I had been 
working in just black and white, and I 
wanted just a little bit of color — to 
add even more of my soul and more of 
my emotions. I wanted to give it a final 
shot of birth. 
**I had the idea of putting blood on 
it, my own blood, and using a finger- 
print. I cleaned my finger with some 
alcohol and sterilized a needle. I got to 
my drawing and was about to prick my 
finger and thought, ‘God, I can’t do 
this. It’s oing to hurt too much.’ 
**So I t do it. I thought, ‘Oh 
hell, I’ll just use paint anyway. It will 
the same feeling, and the blood 
turns dark brown in time where paint 
s red,’ ’ Duning said. 
"Tbiatanin. weer Wineries to Duel ; 
All of his works contain carefully 
-out 
necphilosophically, spiritually —- the 
WP SSRI SESS Ce eae EE es 
ter, he and his high 
performed ‘‘silly little 
nspired by the Beatles’ movies 
‘Help!’ and ‘A Hard Day’s Night.’ ”’ 
Even then he worked with double ex- 
posure, the technique he uses almost 




This acrylic on canvas by Duning, is entitled “Gossamer Birth.” 
ead’ feanaaa, guameantee Sah eon nee 
forms — those balances are real impor- 
tant to me and what I feel a lot of living 
is about,’’ Duning said. 
Duning’s representation of the male 
and female ae rituality and 
sexuality are the colors 
and ate. . As the 
male is by a triangle, so too sym 
is the female, only the triangle points 
downward. 
In one of Duning’s Black Figure 
-darn cute and so innocent, or co 
Depending on whether his photos 
on hold. 
“Tt don’t want to get scattered,” he 
siogaty Hi hn, we ot at : » Ww 
’ ae uahael, I can experiment 
with other media.’’ 
Hakanson has considered returning 
to Sweden for his master’s _—. —an 
extension fine arts school at the 
University of Stockholm has a special 
photography program, he said 
As well as continuing to show his 
work and dabble in free-lance 
photography, Hakanson wants to 
teach 
“Right now I’m not sure. I’m torn 





paintings, a red, upward is 
placed inently over the aration 
of the black rectangular figure. 
“A black represents more: 
male, geometric, -brained — the 
very controlled, analytical side of 
myself, of the world,” Duning said. 
Much ‘of Duning’s work is untitled, 
leaving plenty of room for tions as 
to the meanings behi different 
works, 
“I don’t title my work very much 

















Sabia conveys some political 
such as the South African slg 
“We try to make music that says 
something,’’ Verba said. 
  
CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO & STYLING 








M-Th 6:00 -9:00 Sun 12:00 - 5:00 
Fulkerson Recital Hail 
/ $9 general and $6 students/ 
Tickets on sale Feb. 9°) 






      , faculty & staff 
Save Dollars On Bon Appetit Carte 
_ A pre-paid discount card offering 
5-7% savings for your dining pleasure . 
Bon Appetit Carte-Plus 
An interest free credit card with monthly 
billing to your address or 
The A La Carte Meal Plan 
For Off-Campus Students 
‘Two plans available 
The following on-campus dining services 
offer a variety of meals and snacks: 
JOLLY GIANT CAFETERIA 
Located on the top floor of the Jolly Giant Commons. This is where 
you can get your best value for your meal points. Nineteen meals are 
served each week. 
  
Breakfast Monday— Sunday 
Lunch Monday— Friday 
Dinner Monday— Sunday 
In addition, you may: 
© Order a sack lunch to take on a class field trip. 
© Request a late dinner in advance of the time you'll need it. 
@ Purchase a guest meal for a student friend who has 
a valid student body card. 
THE LOFT 
Located on the third floor of the University Center 
THE DEPOT 
Located on the first floor of the University Center, The Depot is open 
; Sunday through Friday. 
THE CORNER DELI 
Also located on the first floor of the University Center, The Corner 
Deli is open Monday through Friday. 
THE SWEET SHOPPE 
Located next door to the Corner Deli, The Sweet Shoppe offers a 
variety of desserts and beverages Monday through Friday. 
       
    
   
  Orders may be phoned in ahead of time.   




       
     
   
  
Metal Tank 2/Reels 16.95-10.95 
Plastic Negative Pages ....7.00- 4.95 
FILM 
Kodak Film 
PlusX-TiX 24exp. 2.90. 2.29 
Plus X- TiX 36 exp. 4.05- 3.29 
CHEMICALS | 
Edwal FG-7 developer 8.50. 7.95 
Kodak D76 4.05. 3.39 
Dektol 4.25- 3.49 
Kodak Fixer 3.75- 2.99 
Edwal Quick Fixer 6.50. 5.75 
Hustler Rapid Bath 3.39. 2.99 
Acetic Acid 2.95- 2.29 
Photo Flo 2.60. 1.99 
Darkroom Tonge 2.50. 1.89 
8x10 Trays 1.95. 1.49 
PAPER 
Kodak Poly Fiber 16.70-13.95 
8x10 D.W. 25 sheets 
Iiford Multi Grade 13.17. 9.95 
8x10 25 sheets 
ALL AGFA 30% IN STOCK 
Spot Tone 1.95- 1.49 
Grey Carde 1.65- 1.49 
Blower Brush 2.50. 1.89 
CHEMICALS 
Flexicolor Color Negative Kit 16.20-13.96 
Negative Processing 
Kodak Color Slide Kit 18.00. 9.95 
Slide Processing 
Kodak Color Print Kit 10.95- 8.95 
Kodak Ektaprint 2-kit 1-gal. 34.10-24.95 
PAPER 
Kodak Ektacolor Professional 
Print negatives 
25 sheets 8x10 10.95- 8.95 
10 sheets 11x14 6.55- 6.95 
Kodak Ektacolor Plus 
25 sheets 8x10 10.95- 8.95 
10 sheets 11x14 8.55- 6.95 
CIBACHROME 
Cibachrome 2 Liter Chemistry 31.00-28.75 
Cibechrome 5 Liter Chemistry 60.00-53.90 
Cibachrome 8x10 Glossy 25 sheets  47.96-94.95 
Cibechrome 11x14 Glossy 10 sheets 394.96-25.95 
SWANLUNDS CAMERA 
527 F St. Eureka, CA 95501 (707) 442-7041 
MON-FRI 9:00-5:30 
Now open Saturdays 9:00-5:00. for your convienence 
     
  
   
 
loss to U.C. Davis Friday Friday before upen- 
yb 
aoe, seca? that we get a hou 
two top teams in 
ecg sine te HSU. coach 
Wood. 
“We feel like we're in good shape 
now, in the conference race.’’ 
came into the contest at 
5-0 in the NCAC and 14-3 overall. 
The Lumberjacks controlled the 
Warriors’ fast break in gaining the 
win, 
Humboldt had split two NCAC 
—_ on Jan, 23 and 24, defeating 
ayward State 85-83, then falling to 
Sonoma State, 85-81. 
- HSU hosts San Francisco State Fri- 
day, Sacramento State Saturday and 
Chico State Tuesday. All three contests 
begin at 8 p.m. 
Slugs slime to win 
HSU rugby ‘A’ squad defeated CSU 
Chico 14-4, and the slugs split two 
other games Saturday at a muddy St. 
wee, s school field. 
The ‘B’ ~ ended in a 0-0 draw, 
while the ‘C” team came back for a 4-4   




   
    
     
 
     
Women fall to 0-6 
The HSU women’s basketball : 
fell to Stanislaus State, 62-55 Saurdny. 
The lady Lumberjacks fell to 0-6 in 
the Northern California Athletic Con- © 
ference despite 20 points from Licia 
Ledbetter. 
Antoinette Goode’s 40 points and 20 
rebounds had led Hayward State to a 
73-67 overtime win over the Jacks Jan. 
23. 
The Lumberjacks fell to Sonoma 
State, 61-48 Jan. 24. 
HSU starts a three-game homestand 
Friday, hosting San Francisco bs 
Sacramento State follows on Saturday 
and Chico State comes to HSU on 
Tuesday. All 08 games start at 5; “ay   
  
  






   
 
. And Accessories 
    $ 98 on 
$274 rt 
    
650 Tenth ¢ Arcata}} - 




    
 
Celebrate America’s Cup at the 
Rumple Regatta 
Actual boat races start at 9pm. 
Give aways! . 
T — shirts and hats! 
   
 











    
   
     
    
    
 
   
    
    
    
    
   
  
we 
Chico § 1 633 13 6 .684 
. Welcome back to all of you Intramural Sports Stanislaus 4 2 :667 16 § .750 
UC Davis 4 2 .667 11.«9 550 followers and participants. As the spring 
Hayward 3 3  .500 7 13 350 sites THO lect day ter slonupe use teaeny, 
SanFrancisco 2 4 333 8 12 400 tivities (The last day for sign-ups are 
Sonoma 1 8 .167 6 15 286 i oa managers meetings are being held 
6 .000 2 6 111 ollows: 
— Wed. Feb. 4 5:30 p.m. Corner Deli 
“A”, “B’, 6’ and Under Basketball 
Friday, Jan. 30 Saturday, Jan. 31 Thurs. Feb. 5 + 5:30 p.m. Corner Deli 
Davis 64, Humboldt 36 San Francisco 67, Sonoma 59 Coed Softball, OPEN Softball 
Stanislaus 58, Chico 55 Sonoma 62, Humboidt 55 “A”, “AA”, “B” Volleyball 
Sentrenneso te: Maywedse = Cnica 75, Davis SS Fri. Feb.6 5:30 p.m. Kate Buchanan Room 
Sacramento State 55 Sonoma 45 Coed “A” “B”’, OPEN “A” “AA” Soccer,   
Flag Football 




appropriate meeting. 4 
Keep your eyes open for information on the i 
up coming tournaments we will be offering this _ 
spring. Tournaments in 3x3 Basketball, Pool 4 
Fest '87, Triathlon, Karate, Tennis, Softball, = 
Body Building and Volleyball are among those 
_ being offered this spring. 
Get your teams together and lets make this 
| Semester a fun and successful one for all of us. 
On Sunday February 15 we are holding The 
_ Runner Lover’s Run. This is a Valentines Fun 
Run sponsored by Arcata Redwood and Center 
Activities. Everyone wins something! Just $3 a 
ae you running. Sign up by Friday, 
eb. 13. 
  For those of you with an interest in Intramurals there is a meeting today at 4 p.m. in the Goodwin 
Forum to discuss future fee increases within 
Center Activities programs. ; 
This ad sponsored b 
| North Coast Mercanti 
   
   
    
 
   
You are welcome at... 
Arcata United Methodist Church 





Sunday School: 9:30 am For a ride call | 
Worship Service: 11:00am 822-1963 (church) 
 
     
   
    
  
    
“There are not many sports on campus 
‘real’ athletes,’’ Hughes said. ‘‘The track and field . 
team does, but some of the other sports. — they 
By Vicki Kite 
‘Staff writer 
A good finish is not out of the ques- 
tion for the Humboldt Hogs lacrosse 
team this year, 
But for player-coach Judge Taylor 
to make any definite predictions, he 
needs to see his team play. 
“Tt’s really up in the air,’’ said 
Taylor, a third-year midfield lineman 
who took over coaching duties halfway 
through last year. 
‘‘We’ve only practiced; we haven’t 
played. All three areas (defense, at- 
tacks and midfield) look pretty 
shaky.” 
Although perha) 
year’s 9-4 squad, 
of returnees.— 15 . of 32 
spread out evenly among def 
tackers and midfielders. 
Taylor is feast reserved about the 
goalie position. John Ha, a second- 
stringer who started two games last 
year, took Taylor by surprise during a 
practice mini-tournament at Stanford 
University in mid-January. 
‘“‘He did better than I had 
expected,’’ Taylor said. ‘‘He just did 
really well.’’ . 
Taylor favors the front four of the 
six three-man midfield lines, ‘‘the first 
two in lar.’’ The front line con- 
not as solid as last 
e team has its share 
layers, 
$, at- 
sists of himself, Steve Smith and Brian - 
Meredy, all of whom have been Hogs 
for at t three years. 
“The first line returnees started 
year and they’re starting again, so it 
should be a real good line,’” Taylor 
said. 
ually strong are the second-line 
midfielders: Henry Lomeli, Dan Boyd 
and Terry Coutrin. Lomeli has been on 
the team two years and Boyd three. 
Coutrin is a rookie. 
Defense, which to Taylor has 
‘‘always been the backbone of the team 
em this year,” is still a question 
mar; e ; 
**it doesn’t look as solid as last year 
— it might not be as sharp,’’ he said. 
‘early last fall, the men have been § 
4: a.m. and rowing for two hours 
eof the chetesen ave entolled th welgt - 
iting elses, nd moet of them jog ater iting, he 
that have 
Lacrosse squad “ 
full of questions 
‘*But I might be totally wrong. I’ve not 
seen them in action.”’ 
Standout 
two returnees: Kerry Sheedy and- Jason 
Foults. 
The Hogs’ Achilles’ heel.is in attack, 
particularly with an injury to its cur- 
rent standout player, returnee John 
Mahoney. 
Nene eo broke his foot play- 
ing basket two weeks ago, is out 
- about four to six. weeks, Taylor 
said, 
“He might be able to piey Feb. 21 
against Ca eet (San Lu bispo),”’ 
he said. ‘‘It might be kind of early, but 
he says he may play.” 
Mahoney, Ha and Smith - have 
played on the team since the Hogs’ in- 
ception as a West Coast Lacrosse — 
e team in 1984. 
e 21-team WCLL is separated into 
four divisions. HSU is in Northern 
California Division 2 with Sacramento 
State (HSU’s first home opponent, on 
Valentine’s Day), UC Santa Clara, 
University of the Pacific, UC Davis 
and Chico State. 
Taylor picked Davis, a Northern 
California Division 1 entry last year, to 
been going a lot longer.”’ 
But he said HSU has a 
win the division — ‘‘their program has - 
show-. to repeat last year’s place 
ing and playoff hie % 
rst, , is a weekend: - t excur 
sion to Southern California to a 
USC Saturday and Pepperdine 
day. The ewe Southern California 
of which 
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Three wrestlers place in tourney, team fails twice 
First, second, and third places were clinched by 
the HSU matmen Saturday at the es cultfores 
Wrestling Tournament at San Francisco State 
University. 
On Friday, the heavyweights fell short in come- 
back attempts in each of two matches, as HSU lost 
27-11 to SF State and 23-17 to San Jose State 
University. 
Saturday’ 5 tournament tarred 167-pounder 
Robert Watkins, who claimed the championship 
with three wins. 
In the unlimited weight class finals, HSU’s Don 
Wolf faced the number one heavyweight in the na- 
tion, CSU Bakersfield’s Eric Mittlestead, and took 
second, leaving the mat with a 15-2 loss. 
At 150 Ibs., Tim Monahan won three matches to 
place third. 
At both of Friday’s matches, Wolf was victorious 
with: 7-4 and 13-0 decisions. 
— went unbeaten, sliaching’ 3-2 = $2 
ns 
At 177 as Anthony Califano crushed op- 
ponents in both contests, 8-3 and 11-4. 
Next on the agenda is the ‘Feb. 14 Northern 
California Athletic Conference tournament at 
Chico State University, which begins at 11 a.m. 
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Just as dangerous, the docu- 
ment has loopholes big a 
to drive a veritable student dic- 
tator through. Whereas at pre- 
sent any constitutional change 
must be approved in a student 
body election, the C-M constitu- 
tion could be radically altered 
without the approval of the elec- 
torate. What makes matters 
worse is during the summer, as 
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Legislative Council to ve 
the constitution after only week 
of scrutiny — and before the 
public even had a chance to 
learn about the C-M proposal 
through the media or public 
notices. 
The SLC was not amused, and 
it is wading through the pro- 
posal line by line. 
Given the obvious intention of 
the document, councilmembers | 
would do well to throw Car- 
baugh and Murray’s constitu- 
tional farce out of the theater. 
Proposed fee increases: 
the rec center vanishes 
Fee increases don’t buy what 
they used to. 
Two years ago, the University 
Center proposed a $1.8 — 
recreation center composed o 
six racquetball courts, weight 
rooms, lockers, showers, a 
dance-exercise facility and a 
Jacuzzi. 
All this and more would have 
been ours for a $34 per-year fee . 
hike that would not have needed 
to be increased through the year 
2010, UC officials promised. 
Students, alas, were not im- 
pressed and the fee increase was 
voted down by a landslide 
. Margin. 
Now, in a_ bureaucratic 
remake of that classic movie, 
“Rev of the Nerds,’ the 
UC has y all but shouted 
back in wheezing monotone, 
“Oh, yeah? Then take this: a” 
$35-per-year fee increase!” _,*' 
That’s all, folks. No te : 
. center. No new programs: No: 
guarantee the services of 
gCcenterArts and Center Activities 
won’t be cut further. 
All this and more won’t be 
ours even though student union 
fees will have more than dou 
in three years. 
And just to make its revenge 
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acre icp tae hc Caner. 9 Aipor Who ? (Are) r the on ‘ina - *s yours you a 
jack article, or for the University povt,the Siudents who. tee "withdraw students will have a further choice of 
to cut four full-time from the university by the sight of lasses 
employees should a fee increase be in- forms on campus. a 
eae eee ffs were " hope oie that the administration | Mr. Hayden, I spent th
e last 11 years 
UC’s last fee in- will consider the disruption of campus in the , hine of it on active du- 
oa ago.) life that will take place from dissen- ty. I was never aware that [had lost my hostage-taking 
as a means of ac- 
are interested in the sion, perhaps deteriorating even to civil rights. Seeing how you undoubt- complishing their political objec
tives. 
of their UC dollars physical conflict, between opponents fully (sic) have had more experience en we think 
about hostages, let 
should periodically attend the public nd supporters of ROTC, should and knowledge of the military, please us think about the pli mot agevveral eld hostage by board and committee meetings at the ROTC ron campus. I hope it will inform me what civil rights I’ve lost. million Palestinian
s 
uc. also con: the foam. of enrollment 
Mr. Larson, I kind of , based Israel in the West Bank, Golan 
to the tarnished image of the on your appointment to HSU, that you Heights, Gaza Strip and Jerusalem. It 
Comsentiy, the University Conteris ovale from that dissension, not to went through ROTC about twenty js time for all progressive-minded 
an ‘‘open hearing’ on a fee students who might years ago, am I close? You say your in- 
for next year. It is being held Se ee ae ae cae aiin, ven ween Continued on page 30 
fASd STUDENTS 
Important Public Hearing 
Wednesday, February 4, 1987 at 4:00p.m. 
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East 
The University Center Board of Directors will convene | 
a public hearing to invite.discussion on the proposed 
_increase in the University Center fee. Issues may also 
be introduced in written form by addressing your letter 
to U.C. Board of Directors and leaving it at the Informa- 
tion Counter in the Karshner Lounge. 
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KEVIN HAYDEN 
Be a freedom writer 
Alann Steen, the HSU graduate and 
former professor who has joined the 
captive audience of terrorists in 
Lebanon, deserves better, The United 
States backed Israel as it ravaged 
Lebanon, then gave new incentives to 
terrorists by trading arms for 
hostages. 
Now the Reagan administration is 
admonishing the hostages for choos- 
ing not to leave the country previous- 
ly. > blatant hypocrisy Lee a 
pres t caught n w 
own Soiaaal Susu Coondl made 
conditions ripe for Steen’s captivity. 
Steen knew the risks, but also saw 
the need for education in a country 
Embassy, 2560 23rd St. NW, 
Washington, D.C. 20008, and to The 
American Embassy in Algiers, 4 
Chemin Cheich Bachir Bahimi, B.P. 
Box 459 (Alger-Garq), 16000 Algeria. 
In the meantime, join those of us 
who wear sky-blue armbands (sym- 
bolizing the freedom the sky 
een as a gesture of solidarity 
the hostages. It costs each of us 
precious little to speak of freedom, 
yet a few thousand letters might con- 
vince these governments to seek the 














Grave doubts about the “80s 
For years now, the ’80s have 
eluded my ability to define how they 
came to be as they are. But giving 
definition to this decade is becoming 
important. We are now seven years 
into it and still, 1 ask, what has 
happened? 
In the future, what will we 
remember about these days, beyond 
the multi-faceted experiences of our 
youth? What mark will this decade 
leave on history? How do we relate to 
and identify with this decade? j 
Let’s look at it. TV has stopped 
progressing as our primary art form; 
 
HOURS 
M-Th 6:00 9:00 Sun 12:00 - 5:00 
Old morality rears its ugly he 
if anything, it is digressing in 
creativity. We landed on the moon 
two decades ago; now our advances 
in space are government secrets. 
We've finished no wars since the 
Vietnam conflict; yet we’ve entered a 
new era of heroism, such as when: 
near-300 marines were bombed in 
Beirut or the Columbia astronauts 
exploded before our very eyes — 
complete with state honors and 
touching words-in-commemoration by 
a media-conscious, neo-patriotic 
president. 
But there’s a special characteristic 
about this decade that gives it its own 
emblem. It is something which, in an 
otherwise seemingly-stagnant decade, 
is a sign of monumental transition. 
Re-evaluation, re-adjustment and 
revival are the hallmarks of this quiet 
social change. , 
For days uncounted I have mulled 
over the question: Why has the 
society of the ’80s taken such great 
   
   
    
   
   
    
steps backward, away from the social 
progress initiated around the time of 
the Timothy Leary LSD experimients? 
For seven years I have had no 
while attending a dinner-party at the 
Buck House, which now is the 
Campus Center of Appropriate 
Téchnology and previously the home 
of an alternative 
program during 1970s. 
Back then, they had a 
tombstone in the yard said, 
‘*Here Lies the Old Morality.’’ Ever 
since, I have felt secure in the 
knowledge that the old morality was 
safely tucked away in its tomb. 
Well, after dinner, I oa 
the porch to join the after 3 
smokers, looked into the yard and — _ 
lo and behold — there, among the 
organically-fertilized garden . 
vegetables, was an open grave exactly 














































































































































    
   
   
Dot matrix typewrter with bul mem , Psa 
ory and correction screen. Can aiSO ' pegrest Donna-Jean:. You make 
hook up to certain: computers. me gsmile even when I'm far away. 
Excellent shape. Greg626-1107 Can't wait till. Feb: 14. Love & kisses-- 
oper Si ta a @. top . M: | 
nents. Yellow with red cable housing. eal) now meeting Tmuredays 7. 
Like new. Excellent condition! $650. 9pm at House 55 (Women's Center)! 
Call Greg 826-1107 2/11 Come help plan Gay Awarness week 
Mountain Bike and surt board for e 
sale. 826-1847 or leave name and meet the Humboldt 
number at 822-6587. 2/4 an Soeengstne, oe iy 
“WHAT?! 
You didn’t buy a ~ 
Lumberjack Days T-shirt? 
How lucky you are! 
~ They're on sale now 
  
on the quad for only 
$7.50 
(or see the Club Coordinator in the U.C.) 
There will be a Lumberjack Days Committee meeting on 
Thursday, Feb.12 at 5 p.m.in NHE 106. 
Help plan HSU’s most exciting anual event!! 
           ~ The Far Side is spo 
Comic Castie — 
ees, 320:2nd St 5 Sillté Wy Ewdke’ boca’ T 
444-BOCK 
OC, WE'VE MADE COMICS FUN AGAIN. 
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The Lumberjack, Wednesday, Feb. 4, 1967 
COPFEEHOUGE * EUROPEAN mUBIC, MAGS, NEWSPAPERS + LIVE ImIeH MUBIC BATURDAY NIGHTS + &ROR POND) 
COFF EENOUSE 
CAPPUCCING | 1 
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Traditional Sauna Cabins 
OPEN EVERVOAY 18:00 NOON ° INCLUDING SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS * CORNER S** AND J - ARCATA: ene -e2eee 
 
